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■ 2 min. walk from Awajicho Station -Exit A5, A3 (Tokyo Metro Marunouchi Line) 

■ 2 min. walk from Shin-ochanomizu Station (Tokyo Metro Chiyoda Line) 

* Passageway from Sola City’s basement floor leads into WATERRAS complex. 

WATERRAS ANNEX is located past WATERRAS TOWER. 

■ 3 min. walk from JR Ochanomizu Station -Hijiribashi Exit (JR Line) 

■ 5 min. walk from Kanda Station -Exit 6 (Tokyo Metro Ginza Line) 

■ 2 min. walk from Ogawamachi Station -Exit A5 (Toei Shinjuku Line) 



 

From ■Awajicho Station (Tokyo Metro Marunouchi Line) or  

From ■Ogawamachi Station (Toei Shinjuku Line): 

 

 

[1] Walk through the front square of WATERRAS complex 

toward the outdoor escalator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[2] Go up the outdoor 

escalator to the top (3rd 

floor), where you will 

find the main entrance 

into WATERRAS 

ANNEX on your right. 

 

 

 

 

[3] Take the elevator up to the 12th floor, and press 

1201 and the doorbell on the intercom by the glass door. 

 
*Our office is on the 12th floor of WATERRAS ANNEX. 

Please kindly make sure to go into ANNEX building and 

not to the adjacent WATERRAS TOWER. 

 

 

 

 

From ■Shin-ochanomizu Station (Tokyo Metro Chiyoda Line) or  

From ■JR Ochanomizu Station: 

 

[1] Use the ticket gate B2/Hijiribashi Exit for Sola City’s basement restaurant area. Passageway 

past the convenience store FAMIMA!!/ファミマ!! there leads into WATERRAS complex. 

 

[2] At the end of the passageway is WATERRAS complex, where WATERRAS ANNEX is located 

past WATERRAS TOWER. 

 

[3] Enter the main entrance of WATERRAS ANNEX and take the elevator up to the 12th floor. 

Press 1201 and the doorbell on the intercom by the glass door. 

 
*Our office is on the 12th floor of WATERRAS ANNEX. Please kindly make sure to go into 

ANNEX building and not to the adjacent WATERRAS TOWER. 


